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the U.S. Pat. No. 3,485,789 to
Smith. Unlike the combination of

polymeric substrates with UV
absorbent quinone materials as is

found in the Smith patent, the
polymeric substrate to which the

furoresin or furoresin derivative is
bonded in the present invention

will not be subject to UV
degradation. In addition, the

furoresin or furoresin derivative
will provide an enhanced level of

impact resistance and abrasion
resistance to the composite

material. The hydroxy containing
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polymeric substrate is also not
subject to any loss in mechanical
properties after bonding of the

furoresin, and such properties are
enhanced.Psychological and

emotional reactions of patients
with ovarian cancer during cancer
treatment. A group of 101 patients
with advanced malignant ovarian

cancer was studied. In comparison
with normal controls, the cancer

patients were found to have
significantly higher levels of

distress in the areas of depression,
self-esteem, mood and negative
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affect. Increased levels of anxiety
were found in comparison with

controls. The findings suggest that
ovarian cancer patients are

vulnerable to psychological and
emotional problems. A model of

psychological adjustment is
proposed with the aim of creating a

clinical context for the
management of emotional

problems.Q: boost::lexical_cast --
std::string to unsigned int in class

interface Is it possible to use
boost::lexical_cast to convert

std::string into unsigned int? More
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specifically, I have to define class
interface that takes unsigned int

and returns std::string.
Unfortunately in this way: class A{
public: A(){} const std::string foo()

const { return foo_; } private:
std::string foo_; }; the access

modifier is not allowed for class
member variables. A: You can
make the foo_ static, or a non-

private static member function in
the class. Something like: class A{

public: A(){} const std::string
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